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Abstract
Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) has proved to be useful for reasoning about programs in a
partial correctness framework. We describe demonic re"nement algebra (DRA), a variation of
KAT for total correctness and illustrate its modelling and reasoning power with a number of
applications and examples.
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1. Introduction
A good programming theory should have an algebra that allows transparent and
powerful reasoning about programs but at the same time is close enough to the pro-
gramming intuition to make expressions and derivations easy to interpret intuitively.
Kleene algebra (the algebra of regular languages) has a simple and beautiful equa-
tional theory, and its extension Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) has proved suitable
for reasoning about programs in a partial correctness framework [19,21].
The re"nement calculus [2,5,23] is a calculus for program development in a total
correctness framework, based on predicate transformers. In this paper, we explore vari-
ations of KAT that allow axiomatic reasoning within the predicate transformer frame-
work. Thus, we take earlier algebraic approaches to weakest precondition reasoning
[5,6,24] one step further, and as a result we can give succinct and elegant formulations
of many results that have previously required much more complicated descriptions and
longer proofs.
The main object of study in this paper, demonic re"nement algebra (DRA), is in
many ways similar to Cohen’s extension of KAT, omega algebra [13]. However, omega
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algebra has no notion of nontermination, and models total correctness by reasoning sep-
arately about "nite and in"nite executions. We drop the axiom that prevents a proper
treatment of nontermination (x0=0), and model total correctness (i.e., a notion of cor-
rectness which includes termination) directly. Thus, omega algebra is a conservative
extension of KAT, while DRA is not. Most basic results of KA/KAT also hold in
DRA, but the single notion of (partial) correctness in KAT gives rise to two diCerent
notions of correctness in DRA. Similarly, to the tests (predicates) of KAT correspond
two dual notions in DRA: guards and assertions. We illustrate DRA with a number
of applications and then generalise it into a general re"nement algebra (GRA), which
has the same signature as DRA but weaker axioms. Its model is the monotonic predi-
cate transformers and it allows reasoning about program structures that include angelic
nondeterminism. We discuss some basic properties of GRA and, as an illustration,
show how data re"nement can be described more abstractly using GRA than using
DRA.
The focus of the paper is to show how the same kind of reasoning about programs
that is possible for partial correctness and equivalence in KAT [8,13,19] can be done
for total correctness and re"nement, and also to show some new applications. We
do not investigate abstract properties of the algebras and their axiomatisations, such
as complexity, decidability, or completeness with respect to the predicate transformer
models.
This paper builds on a previous conference paper [26]. The results proved there
are summarised here. For the new results we give more details, including proofs.
Some of the results for total correctness and re"nement have also been derived pre-
viously in the predicate transformer model [6,22,24], but typically with much more
complicated proofs. For some of our theorems, there is also a similar result in Omega
Algebra, and in those cases Cohen’s proofs [13] can be reused with minor
changes.
The paper is organised as follows. The DRA is described in Section 2, and Section
3 shows how programs and total correctness are modelled in DRA. Section 4 is a new
application (modelling a small re"nement calculus) while Section 5 extends earlier
examples of program transformations. Section 6 summarises three applications from
[26]: distributed systems, data re"nement, and program inversion. Section 7 describes
the GRA, with data re"nement as an example application. Finally, Section 8 contains
some concluding remarks.
We write derivations in a calculational format and we use ≡ (equivalence), ∧, ⇒,
⇐ and true as metalogical symbols in rules and derivations, i.e., they build inferences
rather than formulas. We use ∧= for “is de"ned to be equal to”.
2. A DRA
A Kleene algebra (KA) is a structure (+; ·; ∗; 0; 1) over some carrier set where
(+; ·; 0; 1) is an idempotent semiring and ∗ (written post"x) satis"es unfolding and in-
duction (for a standard axiomatisation, see Appendix A). In a KAT there is a boolean
subalgebra (+; ·;−; 0; 1) of elements called tests [19] or predicates [13].
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Models for KA include regular languages, relations and universally conjunctive
predicate transformers. In a programming intuition, · models composition (sequence),
+ models choice and ∗ models ("nite) iteration.
In this section, we describe an axiomatisation of DRA, which has (positively) con-
junctive predicate transformers as a model. This means that DRA can model nonter-
mination properly, which KA (and its extensions) cannot.
2.1. Axiomatisation
In order to get a structure that can handle potentially nonterminating computations in
a way that is consistent with the total correctness approach of the re"nement calculus
[5], we introduce a strong iteration operator (!), which stands for a "nite or in"nite
repetition (the reader should note that this is not a standard meaning for the symbol
!). Furthermore, we replace the standard notation with one that better "ts the intended
interpretation (program re"nement) and the extensions we intend to introduce. We write
 instead of 0,  instead of +, and 	 instead of 6 (we also write ; instead of ·, but
since this operator is always left implicit, that does not really matter).
The following list explains the intuition behind the operators of DRA:
• xy is sequential composition, x being executed before y;
• xy is demonic choice, a choice over which we have no inKuence;
• 1 is skip, leaving the state unchanged;
•  is magic, immediately establishing any postcondition desired, even false (so  is
the top element with respect to );
• x∗ is weak iteration, x being executed some "nite number of times;
• x! is strong iteration, x being executed some "nite or in"nite number of times
(where in"nite execution is equivalent to nontermination);
• xy is re7nement, meaning that y accomplishes whatever x does (so x can be
safely replaced by y in all contexts).
Thus, a DRA is a structure (; ; ; ∗; !;; 1) satisfying the following axioms: 1
x(yz) = (xy)z (associativity)
1x = x x1 = x (unit)
x (y z) = (xy) z (associativity)
 x = x (unit)
xy = y x (commutativity)
x x = x (idempotence)
x(y z) = xy xz (xy)z = xz yz (distributivity)
x =  (preemption)
x∗ = xx∗  1 x! = xx!  1 (∗=!-unfolding)
x! = x∗  x! (isolation)
1 The name “annihilation” is often used for what we call “preemption”.
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and the following rules:
z  xz y ⇒ z  x∗y z  zxy ⇒ z  yx∗ (∗-induction)
xz y  z ⇒ x!y  z (!-induction)
where the re7nement ordering xy is de"ned to hold if and only if xy= x.
Note that compared with KA, we have no right-hand preemption axiom (if x satis"es
x= then we say that x is strict) and we have added three axioms for !. Omitting
right-hand preemption means that we cannot assume that all basic theorems of KA
are true in DRA. Apart from this, we have reused the traditional axioms of KA. The
added axioms (!-unfolding, isolation, !-induction) are intended to show how ! and
∗ are related, and justi"ed by the intended model (see below).
The intended model for DRA is the set of (positively) conjunctive predicate trans-
formers over a 7xed state space, i.e., the functions (→Bool)→(→Bool) that dis-
tribute over arbitrary nonempty conjunctions of predicates ( is the underlying state
space). These model demonically nondeterministic programs according to a weak-
est precondition semantics [14], i.e., if S is a conjunctive predicate transformer and
q : →Bool is a predicate, then the predicate S: q (S applied to q) is true exactly for
those initial states from which execution of S is guaranteed to terminate in a state
where q holds.
The diCerence between universally conjunctive and (positively) conjunctive predicate
transformers is important here. Universally conjunctive predicate transformers (which
are isomorphic to relations over the underlying state space) distribute over all con-
junctions, in particular also over the empty conjunction (which is the top element of
the predicate lattice, true). Thus the diCerence between the two classes of predicate
transformers matches the diCerence between having and not having right preemption
x=.
In the predicate transformer model, ; is function composition, 1 is the identity
function (skip),  is lattice meet (demonic choice),  is the top element (magic)
and  is the twice pointwise extended implication ordering on Bool (re"nement).
Finally, S∗ and S! correspond to the greatest and least "xpoints (X • S;X  1) and
(X • S;X  1), respectively. It is easily proved that these satisfy the
axioms.
Note that we have only one induction rule for strong iteration. In fact, in the
predicate transformer model, a counterexample (with  for y and with 1 for x and
z) shows we cannot have a rule such as zxy z ⇒ yx! z (however, see
Section 3.4).
2.2. Some basic theorems
The most interesting theorems of classical KA all have to do with iterations. Many
interesting properties of KA also hold in DRA, and there are corresponding results for
the strong iteration (since we focus on strong iteration in this paper, we do not state
results for weak iteration, unless they have independent interest or are used in later
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arguments): 2
x! = x!x 1 (1)
x(yx)! = (xy)!x (2)
(xy)! = x!(yx!)! (3)
We use the name dual unfolding for property (1), sliding for (2) and decomposition
for (3) (Kozen uses denesting for decomposition [19]).
In fact, the following stronger versions of unfolding and decomposition (shown for
omega algebra in [13]) hold:
(xy)! = y∗x(xy)! y! (4)
(xy)! = (y∗x)!y! (5)
Intuitively, equalities (1)–(5) can all be understood intuitively in terms of execution
sequences: all sequences permitted by (unfolding on) the left-hand side are also per-
mitted by the right-hand side and vice versa (and additionally, if one is potentially
nonterminating, then so is the other).
The following important property is implicitly used in proofs and arguments: the
operators ;, , ∗ and ! are monotonic in all their arguments with respect to the
ordering  (this is easily proved from the axioms).
2.3. Guards
We call an element p of DRA a guard if it has a complement p− satisfying the
following conditions:
pp− = p−p =  and pp− = 1 (guard)
Obviously, if p is a guard, then p− is also a guard with complement p. Furthermore,
 is the complement of 1. In fact, the guards form a boolean algebra (; ; ; −;; 1),
a fact which is used freely in proofs.
Intuitively, guards model conditions, exactly like tests in KAT; if p is a guard then
px behaves like x if the condition is satis"ed and like  otherwise. As a guard, 
corresponds to “everywhere false” and 1 to “everywhere true”. However, in a total
correctness framework there is also a dual notion of assertions that model conditions
in a diCerent way (see Section 3.2 below).
Using guards, we can do case analyses in proofs. This follows from the following
basic rules, which are easily veri"ed:
x  y ≡ x  py ∧ x  p−y (6)
pxp−y  z ≡ px  pz ∧ p−y  p−z (7)
2 Proofs of the theorems in Sections 2 and 3 can be found in [26].
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The following lemma will be used a number of times:
q−(qy)! = q− (8)
Intuitively, it says that a disabled iteration can be ignored.
Note that the implication ordering on predicates is modelled by the reverse order 	.
Also note that the property 1p can be interpreted as saying that p has no eCect on
the state (since it re"nes 1 which is interpreted as a skip). 3
3. Modelling programs
Our approach to modelling programs follows the tradition of KA, where elements
of the algebra stand for programs. Thus guards are also treated as program statements,
although they really play the role of conditions. Compared with KAT (and omega
algebra), the most important feature is that we can model potentially nonterminating
programs.
3.1. Nontermination
Intuitively, the diCerence between the two iteration operators is that x! permits in"-
nite (nonterminating) behaviour. To make this more explicit, we de"ne a new constant
which stands for an always nonterminating (divergent) computation:
⊥ ∧= 1! (abort)
Then ⊥ is a bottom element, and it is left preemptive:
⊥  x ⊥x = ⊥ ⊥x = ⊥ (9)
The preemption property ⊥x=⊥ shows where a conKict with the classical axiom
x= would arise in DRA. If an element x satis"es right ⊥-preemption x⊥=⊥,
then we say that x is total.
3.2. Assertions (dual guards)
Our guards correspond to guard statements that have been used in weakest precon-
dition reasoning to represent context information and to link correctness to re"nement
[9,23]. The dual notion of assertion statements was originally introduced in the re"ne-
ment calculus [2] for the same purpose. The equivalence of the two approaches is due
to the fact that assertions and guards are linked by two Galois connections.
3 We use the same de"nition for guards as Cohen’s predicates [13]. Thus our notion of guards is slightly
more restricted than Kozen’s tests, since Kozen allows any boolean subalgebra to be considered as tests [19].
It is also possible to take 1p as the de"ning property of guards (as done in [12]), but this easily interferes
with extensions to the algebra.
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The assertion corresponding to the guard p is de"ned in DRA as follows:
p◦ ∧= p−⊥ 1 (assertion)
Intuitively, p◦ stands for “if p then skip else abort”. In particular, 1◦=1 and ◦=⊥.
We "nd that for any guards p and q,
p◦q◦ = p◦  q◦ = (pq)◦
i.e., choice and composition of assertions give the same result. Thus, assertions have a
slightly weaker expressive power than guards. For example, guards cannot be de"ned
in terms of assertions, although the opposite is possible.
Assertions also inherit many of the properties of guards, e.g., p◦p◦=p◦ and p◦q◦=
q◦p◦. The basic duality between guards and assertions is described by the following
Galois connections:
p◦x  y ≡ x  py and xp  y ≡ x  yp◦ (10)
for any guard p, and for arbitrary x and y.
In particular, we see that the equivalence between the traditional ways of transporting
context information in the re"nement calculus using guards or assertions 4 is mirrored
by the following equivalence which follows directly from (10):
p◦x  xq◦ ≡ xq  px (11)
The interpretation of either re"nement is approximately “if p holds before x is executed
and the execution terminates, then q is guaranteed to hold afterwards” (i.e., something
close to a partial correctness assertion).
Note that order-isomorphism between guards and assertions follows directly from
(11) by instantiating x to 1:
p◦  q◦ ≡ q  p (12)
Thus, the ordering  on assertions matches the implication ordering of the correspond-
ing predicates.
3.3. Guarded commands
We want to use the re"nement algebra to reason about loop programs in the style
of Dijkstra’s guarded commands [14] and also about parallel programs and distributed
systems that have the form of action systems [4,6], in the same way as KAT is used
to reason about while-programs in a partial correctness framework [19].
Guarded conditionals and loops are modelled as follows:
if p→ x [] q→ y fi = p◦q◦(px qy)
do p→ x [] q→ y od = (px qy)!p−q−
4 Using the syntax of [5,23] this corresponds to {P}; S  S; {Q}≡S; [Q] [P]; S.
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(here both constructs have two alternatives, but the same idea can be used for any
"nite number of alternatives).
The deterministic conditional is now a special case of the guarded conditional (with
q=p− and using p◦p−◦=1) and the while loop is a special case of the guarded
conditional:
if p then x else y fi = pxp−y
do p→ x od = (px)!p−
i.e., we almost recover the classical de"nitions from KAT, the only diCerence being
that the while loop is a strong rather than a weak iteration.
An action system can be modelled by an expression of the form
i(a1  · · ·  an)!f
where i is an initialisation, ai are the actions and f is a "nalisation (this is elaborated
further in [26]).
3.4. Correctness reasoning
In KAT, a (partial) correctness assertion of the form {P}S{Q} corresponds to the
following equivalent formulations [20]:
pxq− =  px = pxq (13)
where p models the precondition, x the program and q the postcondition.
In the proof that the two formulations of correctness in (13) are equivalent, the
axiom of KAT that we have now dropped (x=) is used: assuming px=pxq the
proof is
pxq− = pxqq− = px = 
where the last step is not valid in DRA, although it is in KAT. In DRA, it turns out
that conditions (13) still model correctness, but in two diCerent ways, for which we
make the following de"nitions (with notation taken from [5]):
p (|x|) q ∧= px = pxq (weak correctness)
p {|x|} q ∧= pxq− =  (total correctness)
Weak correctness can be characterised as “partial correctness in a total correctness
framework”. In the predicate transformer model, let guard p correspond to a predicate
transformer (R •¬P ∪ R) and x to a predicate transformer S. Then the conditions for
weak correctness correspond to a condition of the form
S: true∩P ⊆ S: Q
while the conditions for total correctness correspond to
P ⊆ S: Q
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The latter is the classical de"nition of total correctness while the former is a slightly
weaker notion, often used in connection with invariants, where termination is not
required. 5
In DRA, total correctness implies weak correctness: assuming pxq−=, the
proof is
px = px1 = px(q q−) = pxqpxq− = pxq = pxq
Furthermore, total correctness is monotonic (if xy, then p {|x|} q implies p {|y|} q)
while weak correctness is not. Weak correctness can by (11) also be expressed as a
re"nement condition, using guards or assertions:
p (|x|) q ≡ xq  px ≡ p◦x  xq◦
but total correctness cannot.
For weak correctness, we can prove all the rules that Kozen proves for partial
correctness in KAT, plus the following invariant rule for strong iteration:
p (|x|)p⇒ p (|x!|)p (14)
The essential diCerence between the two notions of correctness is that total correctness
includes termination. Thus, the rules for total correctness are essentially the same as for
weak correctness, except for strong iteration, which requires something corresponding
to a variant (a termination argument) in addition to the invariant. To describe this, we
use the following dual induction rule for strong iteration (proved in [26]):
(∀w • (zw  x⊥y) ∨ (∃v ¡ w • znw  xzv y))⇒ (∀w • zw  x!y) (15)
where the indices w and v range over a well-founded set W . From the dual induction
rule, the following correctness rule for strong iteration can be derived. If {pn} is a
collection of guards indexed by Nat ∪ {∞} satisfying the following conditions:
(i) (∀m n •m6n⇒ pm 	 pn), and
(ii) (∀n •pn {|x|} ∨ (∃m ¡ n •pn {|x|}pm)),
then
p∞ {|x!|}p∞ (16)
From this, a standard rule for while loops is easily derived. We let pn stand for
p∧ (t ¡ n), where p is the invariant and t is the variant. Then p∞=p and condition
(i) of (16) is satis"ed. Furthermore, p0 =, and with the while-loop modelled as
(bx)!b−,
(∀n ¿ 0 • ∃m ¡ n • bpn {|x|}pm)⇒ p {|(bx)!b−|} b−p (17)
This corresponds the classical rule for loop correctness: to prove
P {|do B→ S od|} ¬B ∧ P
5 In the original style of working with weakest preconditions, these would be written wp(S; true) ∧ P ⇒
wp(S; Q) and P ⇒ wp(S; Q), respectively.
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it is suOcient to show that when the loop guard B is true, the body S maintains the
invariant P and decreases a variant.
Note that the rule in (17) is suOcient for loops with bounded nondeterminism.
Replacing the natural numbers by a general well-founded set does not help; since the
algebra does not have a limit (join) operator, we cannot formulate the more general
rule that could also handle loop bodies with unbounded nondeterminism. 6
4. Renement calculus
The main methodology of the re"nement calculus [2] is the use of re"nement laws for
the stepwise derivation of implementations from speci"cations. A speci"cation essen-
tially consists of a pair: a precondition describing the initial states, and a postcondition
that describes the permitted "nal states. We show how Morgan-style [23] speci"cation
statements [p; q] can be modelled and how basic re"nement laws can be veri"ed within
DRA.
4.1. Pre-post speci7cations
A pre-post speci"cation [p; q] can be interpreted as saying “provided p holds ini-
tially, change the state so that q holds "nally”.
In order to model pre-post speci"cations in this way, we introduce a symbol H that
corresponds to havoc, i.e., a completely nondeterministic state change (also known as
chaos). It is not possible to de"ne it explicitly, but we use an implicit characterisation
with two conditions
H = 
x =  ⇒ H  x (havoc)
i.e., H is the smallest strict element. Since the axioms of DRA do not imply the
existence of such an element H, we in fact restrict the number of models by assuming
this characterisation of H.
The following basic property of H is easily veri"ed:
HH = H (18)
We can now de"ne the pre-post speci"cation:
[p; q] ∧= p−⊥Hq (pre-post speci7cation)
Equivalently, we could de"ne [p; q] =p◦Hq, which is closer to intuition (provided p,
change the state so that q holds). However, the de"nition we have chosen is easier to
work with, since it does not involve assertions.
6 In Cohen’s omega algebra, it is possible to encode a more general termination argument inside the loop
body by interpreting an element x of the algebra as a well-founded relation if it satis"es x∗ = x!, but that
is not a satisfactory solution here, since we do not have a relational model.
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4.2. The correspondence between re7nement and correctness
The usefulness of speci"cation statements depends on the following crucial corre-
spondence between correctness and re"nement:
[p; q]  x ≡ p {| x |} q (19)
In DRA it is proved in two straightforward calculations. First assume p−⊥Hq x
(i.e., the left-hand side). Then
pxq−
	 {assumption}
p(p−⊥Hq)q−
= {distributivity; preemption}
pp−⊥pHqq−
= {guard properties; preemption (9)}
pH
= {properties of H and guards}

Now assume pxq−=. Then px=pxq−q=q= and thus, by the characterisa-
tion of H we have Hpx. Now,
p−⊥Hq
 {preceding argument}
p−⊥pxq
= {assumption}
p−⊥pxqpxq−
= {distributivity; guard properties}
p−⊥px
 {bottom}
p−xpx
= {distributivity; guard properties}
x
Note that in the proof, both characterising properties of H were used.
4.3. Re7nement laws
An important part in the re"nement calculus is played by laws that introduce struc-
ture. In a minimalistic approach, only one introduction rule is needed for each compo-
sition operator in the programming language.
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As an example, we consider the law for sequential composition, which shows how
a single speci"cation is re"ned by a sequence of two speci"cations:
[p; r]  [p; q]; [q; r] (20)
This rule is veri"ed in DRA by a straightforward calculation:
(p−⊥Hq)(q−⊥Hr)
= {distributivity}
p−⊥(q−⊥Hr)Hqq−⊥HqHr)
= {guard properties; preemption}
p−⊥HHqHr
= {properties of H and ; preemption}
p−⊥HqHr
	 {guard property 1  q; property HH=H}
p−⊥Hr
Laws that introduce choice and conditionals can be veri"ed in the same way. A loop
introduction rule seems harder to describe in DRA, since it would require the notion
of a variant function inside the program text.
5. Program transformation
Program transformation is one of the main applications of KA [8,13,19], and we will
here only show by two small examples that DRA is also suited for deriving program
transformations that preserve total correctness. The "rst example derives a well-known
transformation rule, but the strictly axiomatic framework makes the proof below much
shorter than earlier published proofs [6,22,24].
5.1. Example: loop decomposition
We show how a decomposition rule for loops can be derived in a short calculation.
From a methodological point of view, the challenge is to do the transformation step
by step and to identify conditions as they are needed in individual derivation steps:
dop→x [] q→y od
= {de"nition of guarded loop}
(px qy)!p−q−
= {decomposition (3)}
(qy)!(px(qy)!)!p−q−
 {assume initially q−}
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q−(qy)!(px(qy)!)!p−q−
= {property (8)}
q−(px(qy)!)!p−q−
= {assume p= q−p; guards commute}
q−(q−px(qy)!)!q−p−
= {sliding (2); guards are idempotent}
q−(px(qy)!q−)!p−
= {de"nition of guarded loop}
q−; do p→(x; do q→y od)od
Thus we have proved the rule
dop→ x [] q→ y od  do p→ (x; do q→ y od)od
under the following assumptions:
• q does not hold initially, and
• p and q are disjoint (since q=p−q is equivalent to q 	 p−).
The assumption that q does not hold initially can be enforced either as a precondition
or by some initialisation that is outside our reasoning.
The two assumptions introduced in the derivation were partly suggested by the form
of the DRA-expressions, partly by the programming intuition that they correspond to.
Typical forms of conditions that can be useful are x= xp (x establishes p), xyyx
(independence: x and y commute weakly), and qxpx (x is weakly correct with
respect to precondition p and postcondition q).
5.2. Example: loop merge with a control variable
Our second example shows how two loops in sequence can be arti"cially merged
into a single loop using a control variable. This transformation might not seem very
useful in itself, but it can be the "rst step in a sequence of transformations. Similar
transformations, involving loops and assignment statements, are described in KAT by
Kozen and Patron [21].
In traditional syntax, the rule that we want to prove is the following:
do P → Xod; do Q → Y od

|[var f := true; do f ∧ P→X [] f ∧ ¬P → f := false [] ¬f ∧ Q → Y od ]|
where f is a fresh variable.
We model the variable f by three DRA elements: sf (setting f := true), rf (resetting
f := false), and f (guard; f has the value true). They are assumed to satisfy the
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following assumptions:
sf = sff rf = rff− sfsf = rfsf = sf rfrf = sfrf = rf
The fact that f is fresh can be modelled by assuming
zsf = sfz zrf = rfz zf = fz zf− = f−z z = z(sf  rf)
for all basic constituents z of the old program (i.e., p, x, q, and y). Here sf  rf
(setting f to an arbitrary value) can vaguely be interpreted as making f unde"ned.
An outline of the derivation is as follows, starting from the more complex program:
sf(fpxfp−rf f−qy)!f−q−(sf  rf)
= {decomposition; distributivity}
sf(fpx)!(fp−rf(fpx)! f−qy(fpx)!)!f−q−(sf  rf)
= {commutativity assumptions; property (8)}
sf(fpx)!(fp−rf f−qy)!f−q−(sf  rf)
= {decomposition}
sf(fpx)!(fp−rf)!(f−qy(fp−rf)!)!f−q−(sf  rf)
= {commutativity assumptions; property (8)}
sf(fpx)!(fp−rf)!(f−qy)!f−q−(sf  rf)
= {sliding}
sf(fpx)!(fp−rf)!f−(qyf−)!q−(sf  rf)
= {(fp−rf)!f− = fp−rff− easily veri"ed}
sf(fpx)!fp−rff−(qyf−)!q−(sf  rf)
= {sliding}
sff(pxf)!p−rff−(qyf−)!q−(sf  rf)
= {consequence of basic assumptions about sf and rf}
sf(px)!p−rf(qy)!q−(sf  rf)
= {commutativity assumptions}
(px)!p−(qy)!q−sfrf(sf  rf)
= {de"nition of guarded loop; freshness assumptions}
do p→ x od; do q→ y od
In the step with the justi"cation “commutativity assumptions”, we use results about
commutativity that are described in Section 6.2 below.
In DRA, there is no way of talking about the scope of the variable f. However, we
could consider the opening bracket of variable scope |[ as a purely syntactic indication
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of where the variable "rst appears (equivalent to 1) and the end bracket ]| as giving
the variable an arbitrary value (equivalent to sf  rf).
6. Other applications
In this section, we give an overview of three further applications. More details,
including proofs, can be found in [26].
6.1. Reasoning about distributed systems
A distributed system can be modelled in KA as an iteration of a choice (xy : : :)∗.
One of the most important features of a distributed system is what units can be thought
of as executed atomically, even though this might not be directly visible from the
form of the system. The following basic separation theorem illustrates the basics of
this kind of reasoning:
xy  yx ⇒ (xy)!= x!y! (21)
Cohen [13] investigates a number of more elaborate separation theorems in KAT, most
of which can also be proved to hold in DRA (in some cases with slight variations to
account for the fact that x= is not an axiom of DRA). Two useful examples are
the following:
xy∗  yx ⇒ (xy)! = x!y! (22)
x(xy)  yx ⇒ (xy)! = x!y! (23)
as well as the following more involved one:
y =  ∧ zx =  ∧ (x z)y∗  yx ⇒ (xy z)! = x!(y z)! (24)
(here we need the condition y= which in Cohen’s version is an axiom).
Back’s atomicity re7nement theorem for action systems [3] was originally proved
using tedious reasoning over state sequences and later using more algebraic predicate
transformer reasoning [6]. It is an interesting challenge to formulate and prove the
same theorem in our purely algebraic framework. Assume that
(i) s= sq, a= qa and qb=,
(ii) br rb, lr rl and qr rq,
(iii) la al, lb bl and lq ql,
(iv) b!= b∗ and l!= l∗.
Then
s(ab!q r  l)!  s(a b r  l)!q (25)
Here the main adjustment that we have had to make is that we require that the action
l cannot be repeated inde"nitely (l!= l∗) while the original formulation assumed that
l was continuous (which is a weaker requirement).
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An outline of the proof is as follows:
s(a b l r)!q
= {separation}
sl!(a b r)!q
= {separation and decomposition}
sl!b!r!(ab!r!)!q
= {assumption a= qa; sliding}
sl!b!r!q(ab!r!q)!
	 {commutativity}
sl!r!(ab!qr!)!
= {decomposition and separation}
s(ab!q l r)!
Cohen describes a variation of this theorem and veri"es it in his omega algebra [13].
In DRA, his theorem can be approximated as follows: Assume that
(i) yr rpy, lyypl and lr rpl
(ii) prp−= and plp−=
(iii) y= and r=
Then
(ly r)! = (pl)!(p−ly rp−)!(rp)! (26)
Here it is in particular worth noting that the conditions y= and r= (which
are true in all KAs) must be stated explicitly in DRA. The fact that we have two
notions of correctness also highlights a diCerence between the correctness assumptions
in Back’s original theorem (weak correctness) and Cohen’s version (total correctness).
6.2. Commutativity and data re7nement
On an abstract level, data re"nement can be described as commutativity of the
form xz zy, where x is the abstract program, y is the concrete program and z is an
encoding. This models forward data re"nement; backward data re"nement is modelled
as zxyz where z is a decoding [7].
The interesting cases of data re"nement involve iterations and the proofs are based
on rules that describe how commutativity is preserved by iterations:
xz  zy ⇒ x∗z  zy∗ xz  zy ⇒ x!z  zy! (27)
zx  yz ⇒ zx∗  y∗z (28)
Note the missing case here: to deduce zx!y!z from zxyz we would need some-
thing corresponding to a continuity requirement on z [7].
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A rule for data re"nement of action systems now follows from the more basic rules:
if
(i) sz s′ and e ze′,
(ii) az za′ and z zb, and
(iii) b!= b∗,
then
sa!e  s′(a′  b)!e′ (29)
Intuitively, condition (i) expresses data re"nement of initialisations and "nalisations,
condition (ii) expresses that a is data re"ned by a′ and 1 by b (so b is a stuttering
action), and condition (iii) expresses that b cannot loop in"nitely (i.e., b eventually
disables itself).
6.3. Program inversion
Inverting a program S means "nding a program S ′ such that when the sequence
S; S ′ is executed (under some given precondition P), then the "nal state is the same
as the initial state.
Gries [17] described basic rules for inverting programs in Dijkstra’s guarded com-
mands language, and Chen and Udding later formalised the same notion of program
inversion [11]. We have earlier shown how angelic constructs in the re"nement calculus
can be used in a more general theory of program inversion [25].
We get a simple formulation of the classical notion of program inversion if we
assume that the precondition is included as part of the program S under consideration:
S ′ inverts S if and only if {S: true} S; S ′.
It is easily veri"ed in the re"nement calculus that {S: true}= S;magic skip, and
so we can de"ne program inversion in DRA:
z inv x ∧= x 1  xz (30)
where z inv x is to be read “z inverts x”.
The inversion rules that have appeared in the literature can now be veri"ed with
derivations in DRA. The interesting cases are composition, choice and iterations (and
in fact, the proof of the inversion rule for strong iteration is quite tricky):
y′x′ inv xy ⇐ x′ inv x ∧ y′ inv y (31)
px′ p−y′ inv xy ⇐ x′ inv x ∧ y′ inv y ∧ x = xp ∧ y = yp− (32)
(px′)!p− inv p−x! ⇐ x′ inv x ∧ x = xp (33)
Gries’s inversion rule for loops can be stated as follows:
{¬P}; do Q → X ′; {P} od inverts {¬Q}; do P → X ; {Q} od
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if X ′ inverts X . Intuitively, since the "rst execution of X changes Q from false to true,
we get the inverse of the loop by repeating the inverse of X until Q is no longer true.
From the basic inversion rules in DRA one can derive the following:
p−◦(qx′p◦)!q− inv q−◦(pxq◦)!p− ⇐ x′ inv x (34)
which is exactly Gries’s rule.
7. A renement algebra for dual nondeterminism
One of the most successful recent extensions of the re"nement calculus has been the
use of angelic nondeterminism (in conjunction with demonic nondeterminism) to model
interaction and game-like programs. In this section, we investigate a corresponding
extension of DRA.
Demonic nondeterminism is characterised by the fact that the corresponding predi-
cate transformers are conjunctive: if S models a program statement and p and q are
postconditions, then S: (p∩ q)= S: p∩ S: q. Intuitively, this means that if S is guaran-
teed to establish both p and q, then S is guaranteed to establish their conjunction. On
the other hand, angelic choices are made in a way that helps establish the postcondi-
tion, if possible. If there is angelic nondeterminism in S, then it can help establish p
in one way and q in some other way, but still not be able to establish both p and q
at the same time.
7.1. Axiomatisation
Since the semantic domain for the general re"nement calculus is the monotonic
predicate transformers, we are looking for an extension of DRA with a monotonic
predicate transformer model. We study a minimal variation, with the same signature
as DRA, but with slightly weaker axioms. In addition to weakening distributivity, we
must also drop isolation and one of the induction rules for weak iteration. In all three
cases, this can intuitively be justi"ed by an argument of the following kind: two terms
that are equal in DRA are no longer equal in GRA if the process of transforming
one into the other moves a point of angelic nondeterminism so that the “angel” knows
more (or less) about preceding choices that the demon has made (or vice versa).
Thus, the axioms of GRA are the following:
x(yz) = (xy)z (associativity)
1x = x x1 = x (unit)
x (y z) = (xy) z (associativity)
 x = x (unit)
xy = y x (commutativity)
x x = x (idempotence)
x(y z) = xy xz (xy)z  xz yz (weak distributivity)
x =  (preemption)
x∗ = xx∗  1 x! = xx!  1 (unfolding)
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and the following rules:
z  xz y ⇒ z  x∗y (∗-induction)
xz y  z ⇒ x!y  z (!-induction)
It is easily veri"ed that the monotonic predicate transformers are indeed a model for
these axioms.
7.2. Basic properties
An obvious "rst step in our investigation is to check which of the basic results of
DRA also hold in GRA. A few basic properties of strong iteration illustrate what is
going on:
x!  x!x 1 (35)
x(yx)!  (xy)!x (36)
(xy)! = x!(yx!)! (37)
In the "rst two cases (dual unfolding and sliding), equality in DRA is weakened to
re"nement in GRA, but for decomposition we still have an equality. The proofs of
these properties follow the same lines as the corresponding proofs in DRA [26].
An interesting consequence of the weaker axioms of GRA is that the two notions
of correctness, which were equivalent in KAT and related by implication in DRA,
are no longer related at all. Recall the derivation in DRA, assuming pxq−= from
Section 3.4:
px = px(q q−) = pxqpxq− = pxq = pxq
Here the second step depends on distributivity and is not valid in GRA.
As shown in the monotonic predicate transformer model [5], total correctness
(pxq−=) has the interpretation that if p holds before the execution of x, then
the angel can make its choices so that the postcondition q is established (the winning
strategy interpretation). On the other hand, weak correctness (px=pxq or the equiv-
alent xqpx) has the interpretation that if p holds before the execution of x and this
execution terminates, then q will hold afterwards, regardless of how the demon or the
angel made their choices (the context information interpretation).
7.3. Application: general data re7nement
One of the advantages of the monotonic predicate transformer model for the re"ne-
ment calculus is that there is a general notion of data re"nement that includes both
forward and backward data re"nement [16]. In GRA, data re"nement is de"ned as
ax  ya (data re7nement)
where x is the original (abstract) program, y is the re"ning (concrete) program and a
is the abstraction (taking the role of a decoding in Section 6.2).
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In the predicate transformer model, forward data re"nement is the special case when
a is universally disjunctive (total and nondemonic), while backward data re"nement is
the special case when a is universally (strict and nonangelic). These distinctions cannot
easily be made inside GRA, and we consider data re"nement as a single concept.
To illustrate this general notion of data re"nement, we show how data re"nement is
inherited by choice, composition and weak iteration. Assuming axya and ax′y′a
we have
axy  x′ay  x′y′a
by assumptions, and
a(xy)  ax ay  x′ay′a = (x′ y′)a
by distributivity and assumptions. Note that in the latter derivation, the weakened dis-
tributivity works in the right direction; we need only re"nement in a(xy) ax ay
to make the proof go through.
For weak iteration, the derivation is slightly longer:
ax∗  y∗a
⇐{induction}
ax∗  yax∗  a
⇐{assumption}
ax∗  axx∗  a
⇐{distributivity}
ax∗  a(xx∗  1)
≡ {unfolding}
true
Here, again, weak distributivity works in the right direction.
Unfortunately, there is no way of proving a general data re"nement rule for strong
iteration. Exactly as in Section 6.2, this would require a notion corresponding to con-
tinuity in the predicate transformer model.
8. Conclusion
We have described an algebra for reasoning about nondeterministic programs in a
total correctness and re"nement framework. The algebra for demonically nondetermin-
istic programs, DRA, is similar to Kleene Algebra with Tests, which is suitable for
reasoning about partial correctness and equivalence.
Although our approach is similar to Cohen’s Omega Algebra [13], there are important
diCerences. Cohen introduces an iteration operator similar to our ! but he keeps all KA
axioms, which means that his framework is really for partial correctness. Also, Cohen
explicitly avoids guarded loops while we think they provide the best link between KA-
style algebra and reasoning about realistic programs. An important diCerence is also
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that Cohen’s implicit model is relational, while elements of the re"nement algebras
cannot be interpreted as relations.
The applications and examples given here are mostly on the level of program struc-
tures. They show how the notions of correctness and re"nement can be captured and
how many important rules can be veri"ed in simple derivations. However, the cor-
rectness rules for strong iteration and for guarded loops in Section 3.4 also shows a
drawback of the abstract level that we are working on: since there is no join operator,
we cannot express the more general correctness rule for loops that is needed to handle
unboundedly nondeterministic programs.
As the example in Section 5.2 indicates, it is also possible to combine the abstract
kind of reasoning described here with detailed reasoning about concrete programs,
with assignments and other basic statements, as shown for KAT by Kozen and Patron
[21]. For such reasoning, we have made a small experimental tool based on the HOL
theorem prover (in fact, the soundness of all the axioms of DRA with respect to the
conjunctive predicate transformers was also veri"ed in full detail using HOL).
This paper was originally inspired by joint work with R.J.R. Back [6] where some of
the results presented here were derived within the predicate transformer model. There,
the iteration operators were de"ned using least and greatest "xpoints. The same kind
of reasoning is possible within other calculi with explicit "xpoint operators [1,15], but
we think our more abstract and algebraic investigation is worthwhile, without explicit
assumptions about the underlying mathematical structure.
Many variations and extensions of DRA are possible. Initial experiments indicate that
a slight variation of DRA, with in"nite iteration x∞ (our x!) as primitive, would
be suitable for reasoning in Hayes’s Real-Time Re"nement Calculus [18] where an
in"nite iteration plays an important role. The general algebra for dually nondeterministic
programs (GRA) is only sketched in this paper, and it is worth serious further study.
In particular, the similarities with Kleene-style algebras that arise from process algebra
[10] indicate that there is more work to be carried out. One step further would be to
introduce angelic choice unionsq as a separate operator in the algebra. Then we would have
a lattice structure with full duality.
Appendix A. Axioms of KA
The axioms of KA are the following:
x(yz) = (xy)z (associativity)
1x = x x1 = x (unit)
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z (associativity)
0 + x = x (unit)
x + y = y + x (commutativity)
x + x = x (idempotence)
x(y + z) = xy + xz (x + y)z = xz + yz (distributivity)
0x = 0 x0 = 0 (preemption)
x∗ = xx∗ + 1 (unfolding)
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plus the following rules:
xz + y 6 z ⇒ x∗y 6 z zx + y 6 z ⇒ yx∗ 6 z (induction)
where the ordering 6 is de"ned by x6y≡x + y=y.
Traditionally, x∗= x∗x+1 (dual unfolding) is also given as an axiom, but it can be
derived from those given above.
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